Daisy Farm Crafts
Crochet Velvet Newborn Nightgown

Pattern by Tiffany Brown
MATERIALS
Bernat Baby Velvet (100% polyester, 300 g/10.5 oz, 450 m/492 yds)
1 skein any color
Size H/5.00mm hook, scissors, tapestry needle
STITCHES
Half Double Crochet (HDC): Yarn over (YO), insert your hook, YO and pull up a loop, YO and pull
through three loops on hook.
Wide Half Double Crochet (wHDC): YO, insert your hook between stitch posts, YO and pull up a loop,
YO and pull through three loops on hook.

Single Crochet (SC): Insert your hook, YO and pull up a loop, YO and pull through two loops on hook.
Double Crochet (DC): YO, insert your hook, YO and pull up a loop, YO, pull through two loops, YO,
pull through remaining two loops.
PATTERN
Chain 38.
Row 1: Work 1 HDC in 3rd chain from hook. 1 HDC into the next chain. *Work 2 HDC in next chain, 1
HDC into each of the next 2 chains, repeat from * across the row. CH 2 and turn. (48 HDC's made)
Row 2: Work 1 Wide HDC (wHDC) in each of the next 8 spaces. 3 wHDC in next space. 1 wHDC in
each of the next 4 spaces. 3 wHDC in next space. 1 wHDC in each of the next 16 spaces. 3 wHDC in next
space. 1 wHDC in each of the next 4 spaces. 3 wHDC in next space. 1 wHDC in each of the remaining 12
spaces. CH 2 and turn.
Tip: the last stitch of each round is worked in the space between the last post and the turning chain.
Row 3: *Work 1 wHDC in each space to the corner 3 HDC's of the row below. Work 2 wHDC in
between first and second post and work 2 wHDC in between second and third post. Repeat from *
around. CH 2 and turn.
Tip: Mark the space in between the 2 sets of 2 HDC's for ease of finding the space where you will be working 3
HDC's in Row 4.
Row 4: *Work 1 wHDC in each space, (including in between the pair of HDC's that are worked together)
to the space in between the 2 sets of HDC's of the row below. Work 3 wHDC in that space. Repeat from *
around. CH 2 and turn.
Rows 5 through 9: Repeat rows 3 and 4.
Row 10: (Joining for the armholes) Work 1 wHDC in each space to the center space between the pairs of
HDC. *Work 1 wHDC into the center space, CH 4, SKIP over all the stitches to the next center space,
work 1 wHDC. Work wHDC across the back and to the next center space. Repeat from * and finish with
wHDC to the end of the round. CH 2 and turn.
Row 11: Work 1 wHDC in each space across the row working 4 HDC around the chains that make the
armhole. CH 2 and turn.

Row 12 until the measurement from the neck down reaches 8 inches: Lay the gown flat and position the
longer flap over the shorter for 8 stitches. Work the first 8 wHDC of the round by working the hook
through both sides of the gown joining the front together. Then continue wHDC around. Do not join.
Row 13 until the gown measures 20 inches: Work 1 wHDC in each space around the row. Do not join or
turn. You will be working in the round.
Shell border on the bottom of the gown: estimate the center space in the back of the gown and work *5
DC, skip two spaces, work 1 SC, repeat from * around the bottom of gown, join with a slip stitch to the
starting stitch of the round. (Do your best to estimate the placement of the last shell of the round, so if you
need to just skip one space and end with a SC before the starting shell, it will look a little better.) Tie off and
weave in the end.
Sleeves: Pull up a loop in the center space of the chain 4 that is the bottom of the armhole. Work 1 HDC
in that space. wHDC in the next space. Work a wide HDC 3 together across the next 3 spaces (this will fill
in the corner spaces). Work wHDC in each space around to the last space, work wHDC3tog across the last
3 spaces that make the corner, work final wHDC in space before starting st. Join with a slip stitch to
starting ch space, CH 1 and turn.
Round 2 until sleeve measures 7.5 inches: Work wHDC in each space around, join with a slip stitch to
starting ch space, CH 1 and turn.
Tip: count how many stitches around on round 2 and keep it the same amount each round. Also, keep it the
same amount for the second sleeve. When joining the rounds, insert your hook underneath the turning chain,
then CH 1 and turn.
Edging around the neck: Begin on the inside of the front placket. Pull up a loop and SC. SC in each space
working toward the neck. Work 3 SC into the corner space. *Skip one space, work 3 DC into the next
space. Skip one space, SC into the next space. Repeat from * around the neck and down the front of the
gown. Join with a slip stitch at the bottom, tie off and weave in the end.
xo, Tiffany
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